Infrared (IR) microscopes measure spectral information that quantifies molecular content to assign the identity of biomedical cells but the spatial quality of optical microscopy to appreciate morphologic features. Here, we propose a method to utilize the semantic information of cellular identity from IR imaging with the morphologic detail of pathology images in a deep learning-based approach to image super-resolution. Using Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs), we enhance the spatial detail in IR imaging beyond the diffraction limit while retaining their spectral contrast. This technique can be rapidly integrated with modern IR microscopes to provide a framework useful for routine pathology.
Introduction
Infrared (IR) spectroscopic imaging allows label-free and nondestructive recording of the chemical composition of samples. In conjunction with machine learning algorithms, this data can be used for assessment of cell type composition and diseases by measuring optical contrast in tissue [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] and by providing contrast mimicking conventional clinical images [9] . While IR imaging provides high quality spectral information due to its ability to access the characteristic vibrational modes of molecules, finer spatial detail is often lost compared to optical microscopy due to the 10-fold longer wavelengths and wider span of mid-IR wavelengths that restrict microscope design and performance. In general, the spatial quality of imaging systems operating in the IR spectrum is poorer than visible light microscopes commonly used in biomedical assessment [10] . Recent advances in instrumentation, particularly the combination of discrete frequency measurements [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] and high-definition optical design, have helped improve image quality considerably while optimizing the speed of data acquisition [16] [17] [18] . Ultimately, however, spatial detail is still limited compared to the commonly available imaging technologies used in pathology laboratories. More recent techniques that hybridize IR illumination with visible detection [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] or with nanoscale atomic force microscopy (AFM) [24, 25] have provided better spatial resolution but do not yet provide spectral fidelity, speed and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) that is comparable to that offered by direct absorption IR microscopy. These data characteristics are essential for biological recognition. Thus, there is a trade-off in the spatial and spectral domains that restrains progress. Here, we address this tradeoff between image quality and spectral quality using a computational approach. Several attempts have been made to computationally enhance IR images using deconvolution [26, 27] , noise rejection [28, 29] and other signal processing [30] approaches. Each of these approaches assumes a model for the optics, structure of noise in the data or property of the sample domains (e.g. smooth boundaries) but does not actually take advantage of an easily available resource, bright-field microscopy in routine pathology. This is the key advance in our approach here. We report a numerical framework that utilizes both high-resolution (HR) IR and visible images to learn the relative structure in the data, which can then be made capable of transforming a single band low-resolution (LR) IR data into computationally super-resolved (SR) high-resolution data sets.
Several different methods surpass the diffraction limit and achieve SR with far-field visible microscopy. These include popular techniques that take advantage of the non-linear response of fluorophores (e.g. STED [31] ) as well as stochastic techniques that temporally separate emitters (e.g. PALM, STORM [32] ). However, the ability to translate similar strategies to the IR spectrum is limited, though a framework exists [33] , in a label-free manner. Computational approaches show more promise for estimating morphologic details, and three different categories of approaches have traditionally been offered to address this problem. The first are interpolation-based methods which create more pixels appearing to smooth and blur the result, but inherently add no additional information [34] [35] [36] . In the second category, the HR image is created from multiple LR images by using signal processing and computational techniques [37] [38] [39] . Lastly, recent developments in machine learning methods have demonstrated ability to estimate high spatial frequencies details when given an LR image; these convolutional neural networks (CNN) and their variants are a promising tool toward improving the performance of computational super-resolution [40] [41] [42] [43] .
Deep learning methods have been used to enhance the resolution in fluorescence and brightfield imaging [44] [45] [46] [47] using a pre-trained CNN to map LR to HR images. While it is indeed possible to relate the two images, the process is ill-posed in the sense that several different highresolution images may be consistent with the LR data. Additional information is often needed to correctly guide the recovery of the finer tissue textures and details. For example, this can be the semantic information of the HR objects. In IR spectroscopic imaging, the spectral profile of tissues is correlated to the chemical composition of the object. Since the spectra are conserved between the LR and HR images, being a property of the volume of material, this constraint inherently provides the additional information required. Based on this property, we developed a deep learning approach that is based on Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) [48] . GAN-based methods use two models: a generator and a discriminator. The generator is a deep CNN used to learn the transformation between LR and HR images, while the discriminator critiques the generated image, returning feedback to the generator for iterative improvements toward minimizing a loss function. Using a large training dataset, complex network interconnections, and appropriate loss functions, GANs have been shown to approximate the complicated and nonlinear transformation between LR and HR data to produce realistic images [42, 43] . However, it has been shown that the quality of GAN-generated images can be improved by incorporating additional semantic information, such as class labels. These so-called Conditional GANs (C-GAN) aim to learn the class-conditional image distribution. [49] [50] [51] [52] . In the field of image super-resolution, where the generated images are an estimation, and completely different objects can have similar low spatial frequency details that appear identical, it is possible that the estimation converges incorrectly [53] . Therefore, in order to increase the accuracy of generated SR image, we hypothesize that C-GANs can prove useful. This technique also incorporates the class information of the objects in the image and enhances them accordingly [53] . In this study, we demonstrate the ability of C-GANs to increase the spatial resolution of a single band from a multispectral IR dataset. We show that C-GANs can improve the spatial resolution beyond the IR diffraction limit and we compare our results with unconditional GANs. Finally, we discuss the limitations of our presented approach and the potential challenges in its adoption.
Methods

Sample preparation and imaging
We imaged a breast tissue micro array (TMA) (BR1003, US Biomax Inc.) which is derived from formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissue. The TMA consists of a total of 101 tissue cores from 47 patients; each core is 1 mm in diameter and is 5 μm thick. The tissue samples were processed using the same protocol typically used in preparing clinical samples. One section of the TMA was placed on a traditional glass slide, stained with Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E), and subsequently imaged with a whole slide scanner. A serial section was placed on low-emissivity glass slide (IR reflective) for IR transflection imaging. The custom quantum cascade laser (QCL) discrete frequency IR (DF-IR) spectral imaging system [14] was used to measure absorbance images of the sample at 12 distinct wavenumber positions in the mid-IR fingerprint region. These frequencies and number are those typically required for classification [13] . The data was acquired at 2 μm spatial spacing with a 0.7 numerical aperture (NA) objective. Figure 1 . A super-resolution framework for increasing the spatial information of IR images based via deep learning. This framework has been trained on bright-field microscopic images and is capable of estimating IR images with a resolution beyond the diffraction limit.
Model design
Our deep learning framework utilizes the concept of C-GANs for enhancing image quality. We introduce a C-GAN framework ( Fig. 1) , which is designed to improve the spatial detail of IR images beyond its diffraction limit to match those from high resolution bright-field microscopy. First, H&E stained images are down sampled, preprocessed, and divided to smaller tiles to simulate the IR images in order to train the network. It is important to note that the IR images are not part of the training phase as the model only utilizes the stained data at that point. During training, the down-sampled and preprocessed H&E data is used as the input of the network along with semantic information representing the histological class for each tile: stroma, epithelium, and miscellaneous cell types bundled as "others". We also compared our C-GAN approach with an unconditional GAN (U-GAN) that does not incorporate any class labels. The generator architecture is a combination of U-Net [54] and Res-Net [55] and is illustrated in Fig. 2A consisting of three down-sampling blocks, a bridge block, and three up-sampling blocks. The down-sampling block includes a convolution layer followed by a residual block described in Fig. 2B and a max pooling layer at the end. The bridge block consists of a convolution layer followed by a residual block, and then by a bilinear up-sampling block. The layout of an up-sampling block includes a concatenation block and a residual block. The layout of each concatenation block can be found in Fig. 2C . Finally, the output of the last convolution operation is followed by tangent hyperbolic activation function. All these convolution layers have a filter size of 3x3 pixels, a stride of 1 pixel, and zero padding.
The architecture of the discriminator is shown in Fig. 3 and follows a design previously reported [42] , The input image goes to several convolution layers and batch normalization layers. The result of the last batch normalization layer goes to an average pooling. Next the output fed into two fully connected layers. Finally, the result of the last fully connected layer (FCL) goes into a sigmoidal activation function to obtain the probability map. We implemented two normalization layers. For U-GAN, we implemented batch normalization [56] . In the C-GAN framework, we use a conditional normalization layer [52] to better incorporate texture features of tissue. The architecture of the conditional normalization layer used for the C-GAN is described by Fig. 4 . The input activations go into a batch normalization layer [56] while the input class labels go into two different series of convolutional layers (convolutional layer, RELU and second convolutional layer). For each series, the number of feature maps resulting from the input class labels matches the number of feature maps resulting from batch normalization. The output of the first series is multiplied to the resulting batch normalization feature maps. Then this product is added to the output feature maps of the second series. Therefore, the normalization of every feature map is related to the specific input class labels. The input class labels to the network consist of one mask for each class in separate channels. 
Loss functions
We first train the model's performance with a mean squared error (MSE) loss function calculated as,
where R and C are the row and column pixel dimensions of the image, while 7 and ( 9 ) are the true high-resolution and generated high-resolution images respectively when given a lowresolution image 9 .
The MSE and all of the pixel-wise loss functions encourage the network to overly smooth and blur the outputs, thus this low perceptual quality making it impossible to increase the apparent resolution [42, 57, 58] . Fig. 5 shows the IR image and network output with only the MSE loss function illustrating that while the network can maintain the low frequency spatial information, it is unable to recover finer structures. To recover the lost high-frequency details, we utilize perceptual loss by using the feature maps of the last convolutional layer of a pre-trained VGG-19 [42] [59] and computed the MSE of the feature maps of the generated image and the real one as,
where R' and C' are the row and column pixel dimensions of the convolution layer. Note that the R' and C' are not equal to R and C.
We also incorporate an adversarial loss function where for the generative model is defined as,
and for the discriminative model, the function is defined as,
Fig . 5C shows the effect of VGG features based loss and adversarial loss on the network output. It is evident that a VGG plus adversarial loss function perform much better as compared to a model based on a simple MSE loss function. 
Training
We simulate the LR and HR datasets by transforming H&E images. Bright field microscopic H&E images are Gaussian blurred with a 3-pixel standard deviation and bilinearly downsampled by a factor of 8 and then up-sampled back to the original size using nearest neighbor interpolation. This step is required to approximate the resolution of IR images. The simulated low-resolution image will serve as the input of the network and the true high-resolution image as the target. We randomly pick one of the RGB channels of the image for each iteration during training. In order to match the contrast of this grayscale H&E to IR images, we invert the gray scale H&E image. For data augmentation, besides the random rotation between 0 to 180 degrees, we change the contrast of the input and target by adjusting the exponent of the input and target images to a specific value between 0 and 4. We classify H&E images using VGG-19 pretrain model [59] and use the resulting images as class labels of the network in the training stage. Each patch has size of 96 x 96 and the batch size for each iteration is 12. All of images in the dataset are originally 256 x 256, for each iteration a random 96 x 96 region from the image is selected. The order of the images is random, and they are shuffled after each epoch. We used 5,600 images for training and 168 for validation. In the test stage, we use IR absorbance images at the Amide I (1658 cm -1 ) band along with the classification data as the input. To scale the intensity of the IR images such that they match the network training data, we linearly normalize the absorbance values to the 90 th percentile.
We trained two GANs [48] : U-GAN and C-GAN. Our generator G generates high resolution images given LR images as an input and our discriminator D critiques the generator via adversarial loss to improve the output. The instability of GANs in converging due to the adversarial formulation [60] necessitates a balance between G and D to prevent overfitting and outperforming either of them. Therefore, within each iteration of the discriminator, the generator iterates six times to avoid the discriminator from overfitting and outperforming the generator. Also, the learning rate of the discriminator is always 10% of the learning rate of the generator. The initialization of both the generative model and the discriminative model is random. Adam [61] was used to optimize the parameters of both G and D with an initial learning rate of 10 −4 and 10 -5 respectively. The training has two parts similar to the previous study [42] . First part is to make a pretrained model with only MSE loss function. To do so we train the model with 50,000 iterations with only MSE loss. The next part of training is using the pretrained model with 100,000 additional iterations as per the equations below:
The two regularization terms and in Eq. (5) stabilize the training to reach the convergence.
With grid searching we determined that the optimum value of and is 0.01 and 0.005 respectively.
Implementation details
Computations were performed using the resources of the National Center for Supercomputing Applications at University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign with a single NVIDIA V100 GPU NVDIA and Intel Xeon CPU E5-2680 v4 @ 2.4GHz. The framework is implemented in PyTorch 0.4.1, CUDA 9.2, and Python 3.7.1.
Results
First, we evaluate the performance of our network in enhance the morphological detail of a single band of IR image well beyond the limit of what can be recorded. As shown in Fig. 6 , our model takes an input IR image and the corresponding classification data as semantic labels and generates a super-resolved image that is comparable to the ground truth image (H&E stained) of the adjacent section. Since the ground truth is from an adjacent tissue slice, it does not exactly match the IR image. In addition, we trained the same model but without any conditions and prior knowledge of object identity. Due to the similarities in low spatial frequencies details, recovering high spatial frequencies is challenging and error prone. Arrows show regions where the U-GAN model failed to increase the resolution correctly, even while it enhances spatial detail. Those areas are epithelial cells and the U-GAN model predicts it as a stromal structure instead. The major reason for the failure of the U-GAN is the hallucination problem. Deep learning models are susceptible to hallucination due to the insufficient or deficient dataset that can cause plausible artifacts if contradictory data does not exist [62] . However, by incorporating the class labels and using C-GAN, the deep neural network alleviates this problem and are able to recover the high spatial frequencies data with higher accuracy. This is crucial in the field of biomedical imaging where inaccuracy in the analysis can lead to misdiagnosis. In general, however, we note that the approach works well and can rapidly provide enhanced images with insignificant additional computational overhead (~ 1 s for a 1 MPx image). This speed is critical as rapidly generated SR images can be coupled with an IR imaging instrument to generate light microscope resolution-comparable images in real time. The generated label free HR images will approximate the spatial quality of light microscopy and the molecular contrast of a single band IR spectroscopic image. The model can be applied to every band of the IR data to generate the high resolution full spectral images. Due to the variation in the spatial details and contrast within each band, the predicted morphology is not the same which may lead to inaccuracy in the spectral profiles at the pixel level.
Before the use of deep learning in the field of microscopy, deconvolution methods were commonly used to increase the spatial quality. Deconvolution typically provides a 2-4-fold improvement in spatial detail, with a model for the image formation optics. Our deep learning framework enables us to produce super-resolved images directly, given images from diffraction limited imaging system such as IR imaging. Unlike deconvolution methods, our network improves the spatial resolution without any information of imaging configurations, understanding of the PSF of the imaging system, or need of any manual estimation of parameters [63, 64] . However, knowing the actual PSF helps to simulate better the low resolution images, thereby, increasing the quality of generated images. Another essential component of our super resolution network is data augmentation (see the methods), which allows us to transform the spatial information from different imaging modalities by conserving the histogram. This allows us to directly simulate the high-resolution image, from the low resolution one, without any prior knowledge of another form of super-resolved IR imagery.
Such image data sets, to our knowledge, do not exist. Thus, the method proposed here is not a means to obtain better data, faster or with less effort; it is a means to estimate data that is otherwise simply not available. One other advantage of using the simulated training dataset of our method is that there is no need to precisely register low resolution images to high resolution images, which sometimes is impossible due to sample corruption and manipulation during imaging. Obviously, as can been seen in Fig. 6 , the method works well but on the limited pathologies and tissue architectures that are common in breast tissue. In order to apply our framework to other types of tissue, training on the corresponding tissue's dataset is recommended to get optimal results. Different types of samples have different cell types, morphologies, and structures which introduce new challenges if they are unseen to the network at the training stage. Using transfer learning, a model that has been trained previously on a different tissue type, can expedite the convergence of the network using fewer number of iterations, or it can help the learning process when we are limited by the size of the dataset [65] . A generalized approach to obtaining image details, and validating the approach, is obviously desirable but difficult. We note that our purpose was to improve image detail to help decision-making in pathology. In this use case scenario, the application of the developed approach is highly justified as there is a set of defined morphological structures and their specific alterations in disease. Further, there is a large volume of cases for a particular organ/disease and tailored algorithms tuned for specific tissues/pathologies can be easily deployed. There are several methods to incorporate modifications to the deep learning network to account for specific use cases and extend the utility of the developed approach. class labels can be concatenated to the LR image as an input to the network; however, it has been shown [53] that this approach may not recover high frequency spatial details accurately. Another approach is to decompose the images based on each class label. Then, train deep learning models for each class separately and combine the results of each model for every class. This approach is very computationally expensive and, when the number of classes increases, it becomes impractical. Regardless, the work presented here is a good starting point to explore such expansions.
One of the possible applications of this study is in all-digital histopathology. The traditional methodology of classification for IR imaging only takes into account spectral information [2, 13] at every pixel. Recent work has shown that by taking into account both spatial and spectral information during training, for example, the classifier is capable of increased accuracy for automated diagnosis [66] . With the framework reported in this study and its capability for generating higher resolution data, the proposed methods can be coupled with classifiers that leverage both spectral and spatial details to perform accurate tissue segmentation tasks quickly. While enhancing the diagnostic capability of chemical imaging systems, integration with gold standard images used in the clinic can allow for smooth transition and acceptance. However, care needs to be exercised and extensive validation conducted to ensure robustness. To robustly achieve a high level of accuracy, training must be carefully guided by an appropriate loss function. We use three different loss functions to train our network: MSE loss, perceptual loss, and adversarial loss. The MSE loss function is a pixel-wise loss function that is necessary to use as a baseline to guide the network during the initial optimization iterations, however by only minimizing this loss function, the network tends to generate estimations that are excessively smoothed [42, 53] . To overcome this challenge, similar to previous studies [42, 43, 53] , we incorporate perceptual loss and adversarial loss functions. By using perceptual and adversarial loss functions, we encourage the network to generate images which does not necessarily match the ground truth in a pixel-wise manner, but will have similar textural representations of the actual object. The combination of all of these loss functions are recommended in order to recover both low-level and high-level features, encouraging the network to estimate the morphology of the sample in IR domain beyond the diffraction limit.
As with any other machine learning algorithm, our model has some possible failure cases. First, lack of sufficient contrast between histologic units makes it difficult for the deep neural network to successfully generate correct HR images. For instance, when nuclei are very close to each other, resolution is difficult and correct predictions are not feasible. Another reason for failures may arise from a variety of sub-classes within each class. As illustrated in Fig. 7 , for example, "stroma" is easy for pathologists to recognize but contains different sub-types including dense, loose and reactive. Each of these types has a different morphology and contrast, for instance reactive stroma consists of an immune cells and fibroblasts, while dense and loose stroma are mainly made up of extracellular materials and fibers with a markedly lower density of cells. Obviously, a model of great complexity and ever-increasing detail can be used. Here, our goal was to focus on epithelial cells since they are the predominant cell type involved in tumors and their morphology has diagnostic significance. While the role of the stroma in cancer progression is acknowledged, in contrast, there are no broadly accepted morphologic markers. Hence, we used a simplified network here by training on only one "stroma" class. This leads to some deficiencies. For example, the area indicated by the red arrow in Fig. 7 shows a reactive stromal region due to the accumulation of lymphocytes. However, the serial section H&E suggests a dense stroma for that area. There are two possible explanations for this aberration. First, since we are comparing enhanced-resolution IR with a serial section H&E, there might be different extent of inflammation in the two sections. Therefore, there is a possibility that the model prediction is correct, but it is somewhat unlikely. Secondly, this accumulation of lymphocytes in the C-GAN output can be caused by an unusual level of scattering in the IR input image. This unusual level of scattering can arise from an unusual arrangement of fibers, local stromal breakdown, processing variations, surface roughness or leftover paraffin in the stroma. Thus, while the prediction is likely incorrect in this case, a highly scattering stroma from an IR image should and indeed is recognized as reactive stroma. 
Conclusion
We report a deep learning framework that increases the morphologic detail of diffraction limited IR chemical images to approximate those obtained at a resolution defined by light microscopy. This framework represents a means to exceed performance beyond the capability of modern instrumentation in the field of IR spectroscopy, allowing both new morphologic detail and retention of the exceptional molecular imaging content of spectroscopic imaging. Our approach is based on a simple inclusion of the typical images used for diagnostic pathology and, consequently, is constrained to provide details that are diagnostically relevant. Unlike deconvolution methods [63, 64] , our frameworks rapidly performs resolution enhancement, without the need for any additional parameters and optimization. Therefore, it can be easily integrated to any IR microscope for real time acquisition offering ease of deployment and use. The proposed approach can further be extended to any imaging modality thereby making it useful for a wide range of applications. This work is generalized for an arbitrary IR microscope, however, by taking into account the measured response of a specific system, we can improve the low-resolution image estimations. This will enhance the quality of the resulting calculated SR data. This work can open new opportunities for obtaining high resolution IR images with intact spectral fidelity.
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